New Lustre to Iron Country
Competition has made the commercial turf equipment market bigger and better. Manufacturers discuss new additions to their lines.

Petrovic on Wetting Agents
Cornell University’s Dr. Marty Petrovic explains wetting agents and their uses.

Getting Back to Basics
Knowing how much irrigation water to apply and when are critical questions addressed by Dr. Robert Carrow of the University of Georgia.

Spring Grove’s Lofty Legacy
An arboretum-like cemetery is the crown jewel of the Queen City and a source of pride to the grounds crew who keep it shining.

Fresh Water Alternative
Lower quality water with high amounts of dissolved soluble salts is a viable alternative to turf irrigation needs, according to University of Florida’s Dr. Bruce Augustin.

Solid-State Heads East
Irrigation manufacturers seek to increase use of solid-state controllers outside of California.

Towing the Line
Preventive maintenance is the cornerstone of Wayne Poe’s streamlined program at First Colony outside of Houston.
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